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Abstract
Most social media channels are lossy where videos are transcoded to reduce transmission bandwidth or storage
space, such as social networking sites and video sharing platforms. Video transcoding makes most video
steganographic schemes unusable for hidden communication based on social media. This paper proposes robust
video steganography against video transcoding to construct reliable hidden communication on social media
channels. A new strategy based on principal component analysis is provided to select robust embedding regions.
Besides, side information is generated to label these selected regions. Side information compression is designed to
reduce the transmission bandwidth cost. Then, one luminance component and one chrominance component are
joined to embed secret messages and side information, notifying the receiver of correct extraction positions. Video
preprocessing is conducted to improve the applicability of our proposed method to various video transcoding
mechanisms. Experimental results have shown that our proposed method provides stronger robustness against video
transcoding than other methods and achieves satisfactory security performance against steganalysis. Compared with
some existing methods, our proposed method is more robust and reliable to realize hidden communication over
social media channels, such as YouTube and Vimeo.
Keywords: Steganography, Video, Robust, Social media, Hidden communication

1 Introduction
Steganography is the art and science of covert communication, which embeds secret messages into digital media
without arousing any suspicion. Due to the widespread
popularity of social media applications and the continuous
improvement in video coding technology, digital video has
become one of the most influential media. Additionally,
according to Cisco Annual White Paper, the number of
global Internet users will grow to 66% of the global population by 2023 [1]. Video-sharing based on social media
could serve as an ideal cloak for covert communication.
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Video steganography for social media becomes a research
hotspot in the field of information hiding.
Compared with traditional hidden communication, the
model of hidden communication based on social media
has more advantages and better security. Zhao et al.
[2] have reviewed the sharing-based model of hidden
communication. The traditional hidden communication
is one-to-one communication. One sender is associated
with one receiver. The transmitted multimedia is identical
to the original. The observer can monitor the secret communication between the sender and receiver. In contrary
to traditional hidden communication, hidden communication based on social media is one-to-many communication. Generally, the transmission of steganographic
multimedia is lossy. As illustrated in Fig. 1, videos shared
by the sender are available for anyone with access to the
social media sharing platform. The sender can pass secret
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Fig. 1 The model of hidden communication based on social media sharing. The sender uploads the stego video to social media platforms or sites.
The receivers download the transcoded video for secret message extraction. Hidden communication is carried out based on social media sharing. S
represents the stego video carried with secret messages. S’ is the transcoded version of S

messages to many receivers. But the observer cannot
even distinguish the receivers from ordinary users. The
one-to-many sharing characteristic of social media provides good concealment and security to protect both participants in the communication. Moreover, most videosharing channels transmit the steganographic video in a
lossy way to reduce transmission bandwidth or storage
space, such as YouTube and Twitter. Videos that have not
been transcoded cannot be retrieved for steganalysis. To
take advantage of social media channels for hidden communication, researching robust steganography for social
media sharing is urgent and essential.
The research on robust steganography develops rapidly.
There is extensive research on robust image steganography. Kin-Cleaves et al. [3] proposed an extension of
Syndrome Trellis Codes (STCs) and combined error correction codes to achieve adaptive steganography in noisy
channels. Zhao et al. [4] proposed a robust steganographic
algorithm to resist the JPEG compression of transport
channels based on transport channel matching. Tao et al.
[5] proposed a robust image steganographic framework to
make covert communication over social networks. Zhang
et al. [6] proposed robust image steganography in a robust
domain based on STCs with Reed-Solomon (RS) codes.
Compared with robust image steganography, robust
video steganography is still at the initial stage. Video
steganography can be divided into two categories:
compressed domain steganography and spatial domain
steganography. Compressed domain steganography modulates syntax elements to embed secret messages, such
as motion vectors [7–9], prediction modes [10, 11], and
quantized discrete cosine transform (DCT) coefficients
[12]. However, the encoding standards and parameters
of the video encoder are unknown on a given social
media channel. The changes of these syntax elements
are unpredictable in the process of video transcoding.
Thus, compressed domain video steganography is not
robust for hidden communication based on social media.
Spatial domain video steganography embeds secret messages in the spatial domain or spatial transform domain.
The spatial domain includes red, green, blue (RGB)

color components [13], YUV (luminance, chrominance)
components, and color histograms [14, 15]. The spatial
transform domain includes the DCT domain [16], discrete wavelet transform (DWT) domain [17, 18], singular
value decomposition (SVD) domain, and their variants.
Compared with compressed domain video steganography, spatial domain and spatial transform domain video
steganography can provide certain robustness against
video transcoding.
Currently, the research on robust video information
hiding concentrates on the spatial transform domain,
including robust video watermarking and steganography.
Essentially, both robust video watermarking and robust
video steganography conduct message embedding into
digital video. Robust video watermarking aims to protect the video from illegal distribution whereby additional
information, called a watermark. Robust watermarking
pays much attention to the robustness against geometric
attacks and lossy compression but does not care about the
embedding capacity and security. Robust video steganography aims to send secret messages to the receiver through
lossy channels without arousing any suspicions from the
observer. Thus, the robustness against lossy channels, the
security against steganalysis, and the embedding capacity
are equally important.
In robust watermarking, Esfahani et al. [19] proposed
a robust video watermarking algorithm based on dualtree complex wavelet transform. This algorithm is robust
against video compression, scaling, and rotation attacks.
However, statistical security and embedding capacity are
not considered. In robust steganography, Mstafa et al. [20]
proposed a robust video steganographic method based on
multiple objects tracking in the DWT-DCT domain. Dalal
et al. [21] proposed a video steganographic scheme based
on multiple moving objects tracking. These two methods
improve the robustness by selecting embedding regions
and Bose–Chaudhuri–Hocquenghem (BCH) codes. However, when video transcoding happens in lossy channels,
it is not considered how to ensure the extraction regions
are the same as the embedding regions. Fan et al. [22]
proposed a robust video steganographic method against
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social networking transcoding. The method improves
robustness by selecting robust frames and BCH codes.
Besides, a side channel is constructed as the synchronic
signal to determine the extraction location. However,
there are some non-robust regions in the built side channel, which makes the side channel sensitive to video
transcoding. Thus, the bit error rate (BER) is still high, and
the failure of message extraction is even possible.
In general, these existing robust steganographic
schemes are still not robust enough to construct hidden
communication on social media channels. Besides, it is
not entirely solved to pinpoint the exaction locations at
the receiver in region selection-based steganography.
To construct reliable hidden communication on social
media, we should enhance the robustness as much as possible and improve the applicability over various channels.
Besides, it is significant to ensure the synchronization of
the embedding and extraction regions.
In this paper, we propose robust video steganography
against video transcoding for social media-based hidden
communication. First, cover videos are decoded to the
spatial domain. Frames are decomposed into a luminance
component (Y) and two chrominance components (U and
V). Second, principal component analysis (PCA) is used
to select appropriate embedding regions adaptively. Side
information is generated to flag these selected regions.
Third, these selected regions in the Y component are
embedded with secret messages based on quantized index
modulation (QIM), and the side information is embedded
into the U component. Finally, modulated Y and U components are encoded with the V component to generate
stego videos. Besides, video preprocessing is introduced to
improve the applicability of our proposed method to various social media channels. Compared with some existing
methods, our proposed method is more robust and reliable to realize hidden communication over social media
channels, such as YouTube and Vimeo. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.
(1) An adaptive robust steganographic method is
proposed to construct hidden communication based
on social media. The BER of our proposed method is
lower than state-of-the-art algorithms.
(2) Principal component analysis is first used to select
the appropriate embedding regions, enhancing the
robustness against video transcoding.
(3) A dual-channel embedding scheme is proposed
based on the Y and U components to realize the
synchronization of the embedding and extraction
sides.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, the basic concepts of video transcoding,
the DWT-SVD domain, and modulation are described. In
Section 3, the proposed method is illustrated in detail.
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Section 4 explains the experimental settings and parameters. Experimental results and discussion are provided
in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper and
discusses the future work.

2 Preliminaries
Some preliminaries need to be explained before introducing our proposed method, including video transcoding
on social media, the construction of DWT-SVD domain,
robust modulation, and channel coding.
2.1 Video transcoding

Video transcoding is common on social media channels.
Moreover, their video transcoding mechanisms are not
open-source to users, such as YouTube and Vimeo. Each
channel is a black box, and users can only obtain the input
and output of it. Generally, the resolution, frame rate,
and coding standard can be maintained if they are typical
specifications. For example, supported resolutions include
480p (640 × 480), 720p (1280 × 720), 1080p (1920 × 1080),
and so on. Accepted frame rates are 24, 25, and 30 frames
per second. Standard codecs include H.264/AVC [23]
and H.265/HEVC [24]. However, the encoding parameters
are changed unpredictably, such as bitrate, quantization
parameters (QPs) of macroblocks, motion vectors, DCT
coefficients, and group of pictures (GOP) structures. Most
social media channels compress the uploaded video but
keep the resolution unchanged. Thus, this paper aims to
construct reliable hidden communication against video
transcoding, where the resolution remains unchanged.
2.2 DWT-SVD domain

DWT-SVD domain is a commonly used embedding
domain in robust steganography, built by jointly performing DWT and SVD. DWT can capture the specific
features from low-level frequency to high-level frequency.
As shown in Fig. 2, one level of DWT decomposition
produces four frequency subbands, namely LL, LH, HL,
and HH. As the low-frequency subband, LL concentrates
intense energy and has a certain degree of stability. Liu et
al. [25] have summarized two properties of SVD from the
perspective of image processing:
(1) The singular values of an image have strong stability.
If the small perturbation is added to an image, the
singular values do not change significantly.
(2) The singular values represent intrinsic algebraic
image properties. Utilizing SVD can capture the
critical information implicit in the matrix. The
importance is positively correlated with the
magnitude of the singular values.
Robust elements are extracted based on DWT and SVD,
which can resist video transcoding on lossy channels.
Especially in SVD, the maximum singular value has the
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Fig. 2 One level of DWT decomposition

most strong stability and is less affected by signal processing [26]. In this paper, the maximum singular value of the
LL subband is calculated by combining DWT with SVD,
and robust elements are extracted from pixel blocks.
A given frame with the size of w × h can be divided into
non-overlapping n × n blocks. The embedding matrix F is
defined as:
⎡
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where u = h/n and v = w/n denote the row and column numbers of blocks, respectively, and xij represents
the block of the ith row and the jth column. If u = h/n and
v = w/n, the embedding matrix F is the given frame itself.
Then, high-pass and low-pass filters are used to conduct
DWT. xij is transformed to produce four frequency subLH HL
HH LL
bands, namely xLL
ij , xij , xij , and xij . xij represents the
low-frequency sub-band of DWT. Perform SVD, and xLL
ij
can be decomposed as:
(2)

where Uij and Vij are both unitary matrices. Sij is a
diagonal matrix given by:

Sij = diag sij (1), sij (2), · · · , sij (r), · · · , 0
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where s1ij is the maximum singular value of xij . For a video
consisting of t frames, the corresponding robust domain
ED is described by:
ED = E1 ∪ E2 ∪ · · · Ek · · · ∪ Et

(5)

where Ek is the robust element matrix of the kth frame.

xuv

T
xLL
ij = Uij × Sij × Vij

⎡

(3)

where r is the rank of Sij and represents the number of
nonzero singular values. The singular values satisfy the
property that sij (1)  sij (2)  ...  sij (r)  0. Thus, the
robust element matrix E of a given frame is extracted by
selecting the maximum singular value of each block and
formulated as:

2.3 Robust modulation

The least significant bit modulation is a basic embedding
method in information hiding. After that, matrix encoding [27, 28] and STC [29] have been proposed successively. These steganographic codes improve embedding
efficiency and security. However, robustness is not considered. In order to improve the robustness against various
kinds of noise, QIM algorithm [30] and its variant [31] are
proposed.
In this paper, QIM is used to modulate robust elements
extracted from the DWT-SVD domain. Given a binary
secret message sequence M and cover sequence R, the
embedding process of QIM is explained by:
Ri = 

Ri
Ri
+
+ mi  mod 2 × 1
1
1

(6)

where Ri is the stego element, 1 represents the quantization step size of QIM, mi ∈ M, and Ri ∈ R.
2.4 Channel coding

In covert communication over lossy channels, channel
coding is commonly used to recover the error bits caused
by noise. Channel coding is performed at the sender as an
encoder, and extra bits are added with the raw data. At
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the receiver, channel coding is portrayed as the decoder to
detect and correct error bits. In general, the more robust
channel coding induces more redundancy that needs to be
transmitted, reducing the effective bitrate but improving
accuracy.
BCH codes [32, 33] and RS codes [34] are two classes of
typical channel coding techniques. BCH codes are suitable
to recover random errors and are widely used in robust
information hiding [35–37]. In contrary to BCH codes,
RS codes are suitable for correcting burst errors and are
often used in conjunction with STC [3, 38]. In this paper,
BCH codes are used to eliminate error bits in the side
information. Secret messages can also be encoded utilizing BCH codes to improve the success rate of covert
communication.

3 Proposed method
In this section, robust video steganography against video
transcoding is proposed for hidden communication based
on social media. The PCA-based strategy is first presented
to select robust embedding regions. Then, side information compression is conducted to reduce the transmission
bandwidth cost. Besides, video preprocessing is used to
improve the applicability of our method over various
social media channels. Channel coding is introduced to
enhance the robustness against video transcoding. Finally,
dual-channel joint embedding and extraction processes
based on the Y and U components are described.
The overall steganographic framework is shown in
Fig. 3. First, decode the cover video to generate the YUV
components sequence. Then, embed secret messages into
the Y component and side information into the U component. At last, encode modulated YUV components
sequence to generate the stego video. It is worth mentioning that using BCH codes to encode secret messages
is optional. Error correction bits can be introduced to
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reduce the bit error rate but decrease the available message capacity. In the experiments, BCH codes are used to
analyze their error correction capacity.
3.1 PCA selection of embedding regions

Video transcoding introduces different levels of noise to
different regions in a video. Different noise levels affect
different frames, and different areas are affected by noise
differently, even within the same frame. Thus, the most
direct way of improving robustness is to select those
robust regions less affected by video transcoding. In [22],
two-thirds of frames are selected as robust frames to carry
secret messages in a video. There are still some regions
sensitive to video transcoding even within a selected
robust frame. Thus, the BER of their method is still high. It
is necessary to score pixel blocks in a given video to select
robust blocks against video transcoding.
Principal component analysis is the process of computing the principal components. Sometimes, only the first
few principal components are used, and the rest principal components are ignored. The proportion of the first
principal component reflects the distribution characteristics of data. In video transcoding, the number of bits
to code the prediction residuals of macroblocks changes.
The low-frequency DCT coefficients are retained, but
most high-frequency DCT coefficients become 0. Video
transcoding makes a great impact on the macroblocks, the
prediction residuals of which have a large proportion of
high-frequency DCT coefficients. The blocks with a large
proportion of low-frequency DCT coefficients should be
the preferred option for message embedding. Moreover,
the larger the proportion of low-frequency DCT coefficients is, the larger the proportion of the first principal
component is. Thus, the proportion of the first principal
component is a reasonable and straightforward guideline
to score pixel blocks.

Fig. 3 The steganographic framework based on PCA selection. EDY and EDU are the embedding domains constructed from the Y and U
components, respectively. SI is the side information that labels PCA-selected regions. Y, U, and V represent the luminance and chrominance
components. Ystego and Ustego are the steganographic version of Y and U, respectively
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In this paper, the proportion of the first principal component in the DWT domain is calculated as the assessment criteria to determine robust embedding regions.
Video frames are divided into non-overlapping n × n
blocks. PCA is performed on each block in a frame, and
the proportion of the first principal component is calculated. A threshold T is elaborately set for the selection of
robust blocks. The blocks whose proportion of the first
principal component is greater than T are selected as
robust blocks and marked as “0.” The remaining blocks are
labeled as “1.”
For a given block X, DWT is performed to obtain the LL
sub-band. Next, PCA is conducted by:
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(CRF) value of 26. The average mean square error (MSE)
of regions within each frame is shown in Fig. 4. The average MSE of PCA-selected regions is 56% of all regions
and 11% of non-PCA-selected regions. The experimental
result has illustrated that PCA is effective in selecting the
regions less affected by video transcoding.
3.2 Side information compression

(8)

The side information, formed by all labels of pixel blocks
in a video, should be reliably transmitted on lossy channels
to sync the embedding and extraction regions. However,
it is too long to be reliably transmitted without any compression. Besides, it would make no sense to construct
hidden communication if the side information for region
synchronization was longer than the communication message.
In order to reduce the transmission bandwidth cost, side
information compression is designed by imitating JPEG
compression. Then, channel coding is used to achieve reliable transmission over lossy channels. In the JPEG compression, quantization, run-length encoding (RLE), and
Huffman coding are joined to compress the image data
effectively. By imitating JPEG compression, side information compression is conducted as follows:

where the diagonal matrix  = diag(σ1 , σ2 , ..., σr , ..., 0) is
the singular values matrix, and r represents the number of
nonzero singular values.
A simple test is realized to verify the effectiveness
of PCA. A randomly selected video with 180 frames is
transcoded by a transcoder with the constant rate factor

(1) The side information is converted into
one-dimensional (1D) data.
(2) The data sequence is quantified based on an
elaborately set quantization step size. Besides, RLE is
performed to store the data sequence as a single data
value and count.

2
2
XLL XT
UVT UVT
LL =
n
n
2
2
= UVT V T UT = U 2 UT
n
n

C=

T

(7)

where XLL is the LL sub-band of X, n is the size of X, and
C is the covariance matrix of XLL . SVD is performed as
XLL = UVT where UUT = I, VVT = I. The proportion
p1 of the first principal component is calculated by:
σ2
p1 =  r 1

2
i=1 σi

Fig. 4 The average MSE of all regions, PCA-selected regions, and non-PCA-selected regions within each frame
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(3) Huffman coding is used to encode the sequence of
data count.
An example of side information compression is illustrated in Fig. 5. The final compressed side information is
spliced by the first element of the data value sequence and
encoded data count sequence.
3.2.1 Data transformation
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fi =

“1”, ∃fj = “1” , i2 − 1 <
“0”, others

j
2

≤  i2

(9)

where fi ,fj ∈ SI, i and j represent the position of fi and
fj , respectively in SI. After quantization, the original data
sequence cannot be recovered without any auxiliary information. Thus, the quantified side information is used for
determining robust regions.

Since digital video is 3D data, the side information generated by PCA selection is also 3D data. Thus, data transformation aims at converting the side information to 1D data
for subsequent processing. Firstly, the side information is
scanned from left to right and top to bottom, forming
a 2D matrix. Each row of the 2D matrix represents the
side information of the corresponding frame. Then, the
2D matrix is scanned by column and converted to a 1D
sequence.

RLE is a form of lossless data compression in which runs of
data are stored as a single data value and count rather than
as the original run. Since there are only “0” and “1” in SI,
it is efficient to use RLE to compress the side information.
As the output of RLE, the sequence of data value alternates
between the element “0” and “1,” and all values are integer
multiples of 2 in the sequence of data count.

3.2.2 Quantization

3.2.4 Huffman coding

Quantization is a lossy process. First, divide the 1D
sequence SI into several segments. If the flag “1” exists
in a given segment, change all flags in the segment to
“1.” Assume that the length of the segment is 2 , the
quantization process is expressed by:

A Huffman code is an optimal prefix code. By constructing the Huffman coding table, the sequence of data count
generated by RLE can be further compressed.
Side information compression is conducted through
operations such as data transformation, quantization,

3.2.3 Run-length encoding

Fig. 5 An example of side information compression. We splice the first element of the data value sequence with the encoded data count sequence
to generate the compressed side information
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RLE, and Huffman coding. Figure 6 shows the compression rate of side information in ten randomly selected
videos. The average compression rate is 0.041, which
demonstrates the effectiveness of side information compression.
A decoder is built at the receiver of hidden communication by conducting the inverse process of side information
compression. First, decode the data count sequence using
the preset Huffman coding table. Then, utilize the first element of compressed side information to generate the data
value sequence, the length of which is equal to the data
count sequence. Besides, the data value sequence alternates between the element “0” and “1.” Third, take the
input data value sequence and count sequence to perform
RLE, and the quantified side information is obtained. At
last, robust regions are determined based on quantified
side information for subsequent message extraction.
3.3 Video preprocessing

In the research on robust steganography, the preprocessing strategy is widely used. Zhao et al. [4] proposed transport channel matching (TCM) to enhance the algorithm’s
robustness on lossy channels. Their experimental result
showed that the image differences caused by JPEG compression would gradually decrease when an image was
compressed multiple times with the same quality factor.
Inspired by their work, we construct a lossy channel
with fixed transcoding parameters and perform multiple
recompressions to simulate the TCM operation. As could
be observed from Fig. 7, with the number of times of video
compression increasing, the MSE gradually decreases, and
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structural similarity (SSIM) gradually increases. The value
of MSE or SSIM is calculated based on videos before and
after each compression. The experimental result indicates
that the video compressed on a specific lossy channel
has better robustness against video transcoding than the
raw input. In practice, different lossy channels have different video transcoding mechanisms which are invisible
for users. Video preprocessing is induced to improve the
applicability of our proposed method over various channels. First, the original video is uploaded to a given lossy
channel as the first input. Then, its transcoded version is
obtained from this channel as the following input. Repeat
the above operation several times and download the final
transcoded video as the cover to embed secret messages.
The robustness and applicability of our method can get
improved in this way.
However, multiple recompressions on a specific social
media channel are unsafe and damage the visual quality. As shown in Fig. 8, the peak signal to noise ratio
(PSNR) and SSIM gradually decrease. The visual quality
is greatly degraded because of multiple recompressions.
Thus, we use a local transcoder to make video preprocessing and set the number of times of video compression as
3, considering the visual quality, robustness, and security.
3.4 Joint embedding of Y and U channels

In video encoding, the Y component and U component
are encoded separately. Thus, the message embedding in
the Y component does not affect the message embedding
in the U component. The Y component and U component
can be joined to embed secret messages.

Fig. 6 The compression rate of side information using the same Huffman coding table
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Fig. 7 The MSE and SSIM of videos before and after compression. The output video of the last compression is used as the input video of the
subsequent compression in the experiment

In Section 3.1, a PCA-based selecting strategy is proposed to enhance the robustness against video transcoding. The regions with a high proportion of the first principal component are selected to embed secret messages.
The side information is generated to label PCA-selected
regions. Even though side information compression is
elaborately designed, a reliable channel is necessary to
transmit the compressed side information. Since the side
information is long and error bits easily happen over lossy

channels, building a separated channel to transmit the
compressed side information is unworthy and unsafe.
In our proposed scheme, combining the Y component with the U component solves the synchronization of
embedding and extraction regions. Two steganographic
channels based on the Y and U components are built
to transmit both side information and secret messages
in a single video. At the sender, the embedding regions
selected by PCA determine the content of the side infor-

Fig. 8 The PSNR and SSIM between the raw video and videos recompressed by a specific channel. We calculate the values of PSNR and SSIM
between the raw video and the recompressed video every time
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mation. At the receiver, the side information determines
the extraction regions where secret messages can be correctly extracted.
Joint embedding of the Y and U components is shown
in Fig. 9. The specific embedding process is described as
follows.
(1) Perform video preprocessing based on multiple
recompressions. The original video C0 is compressed
to adapt the target channel. Use the compressed
video as the cover C1 to reduce the impact of video
transcoding in the target channel.
(2) Decode C1 to get the Y component and U
component. The Y component is divided into
non-overlapping n × n blocks. Divide the U
component into n/2 × n/2 blocks.
(3) Extract the elements based on DWT and SVD to
construct the embedding domain EDY and EDU .
(4) Make principal component analysis and calculate the
proportion of the first principal component of each
block in the Y component. Then, generate the side
information SI according to the predefined threshold
T.
(5) Make side information compression to get
compressed side information SI .
(6) According to SI , select robust elements in EDY to
embed the scrambled secret message based on QIM.
(7) Calculate the proportion of the first principal
component of each frame in the U component.
Select the first k frames with larger proportions as
robust frames. Generate the protocol to label the k
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frames. The length of the generated protocol is equal
to the number of video frames.
(8) The protocol and compressed side information are
spliced together. Then, encode spliced information
based on BCH codes to eliminate the error bits in the
lossy transmission.
(9) Embed the encoded information into U components
of selected k frames based on QIM.
(10) Reconstruct modulated Y and U components
utilizing inverse SVD and DWT. By setting the CRF
value as 0, encode modulated Y and U components
combining with the V component to generate the
stego video S.
The message extraction is an inverse process of message
embedding. The specific extraction process is explained
as follows.
(1) Obtain the transcoded video S from the target
channel. Decode S to get the Y and U components.
(2) The Y component is divided into non-overlapping
n × n blocks. Divide the U component into
non-overlapping n/2 × n/2 blocks.
(3) Extract the elements based on DWT and SVD to
construct the embedding domain EDY and EDU .
(4) Extract the encoded information with fixed length in
EDU . Decode it based on BCH codes to generate the
protocol. Then, determine selected k frames.
(5) Extract the encoded side information from the k
frames in EDU . Decode it to generate the
compressed side information SI .

Fig. 9 The schematic diagram of joint embedding based on the Y and U components. Orange blocks represent PCA-selected regions, and white
blocks represent unselected regions

(2022) 2022:4
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(6) According to SI , determine the extraction regions
and select robust elements in EDY .
(7) Extract the scrambled secret message from selected
elements based on QIM. Anti-scramble it to get the
secret message.

Table 1 Local transcoders with the rate control parameter of CRF

Fan et al. EURASIP Journal on Information Security

4 Experiments
In this section, extensive experiments are conducted to
test the effectiveness of our proposed method. Six setups
are elaborately designed from four aspects of robustness,
security performance, embedding capacity, and visual
quality. Setup 1 and setup 2 are intended to run the robustness test on various simulated and social media channels.
Setup 3 is designed to check the security of our proposed
method in lossless and lossy cases. Setup 4 is aimed to
check our method’s embedding capacity. Then, setup 5
is designed to evaluate the visual quality of stego videos.
Finally, setup 6 is aimed to analyze the computational
complexity.
4.1 Source videos

The video dataset contains 100 videos with a resolution of
1080p. These videos in the dataset are public and downloaded from YouTube, covering sports, news, advertising,
films, and other aspects. Their durations vary from 30 s to
10 min. Each video sequence is stored in the 4:2:0 chroma
sampling format (YUV420p). The cover video dataset Dc
and Ds are made based on these 100 videos for the whole
experimental validation. In order to generate the dataset
Dc with different resolutions and bitrates, 10 video clips
are randomly selected from these 100 videos, with 300
frames per video clip. Then, video clips are transcoded to
generate three groups of videos with resolutions of 1080p,
720p, and 480p. Besides, each group of videos is compressed to various bitrates by setting a CRF value of 16,
20, or 24. Thus, Dc includes 90 (10 × 3 × 3) videos where
the h264 encoder is used and the framerate is set to 30
frames per second. To enlarge the dataset Dc for the steganalysis test, extra 10 video clips are selected. The dataset
Ds is generated with the same process to build Dc , which
includes 180 (20 × 3 × 3) videos.
4.2 Setups for performance evaluation

in total, six setups are elaborately designed to test the
effectiveness of our proposed method.
4.2.1 Setup 1

In this setup, the robustness of our proposed method
is assessed on different simulated channels. The robust
steganographic method [22] is leveraged for comparison,
denoted as Fan’s method. Besides, to validate the effectiveness of PCA selection, the embedding method without
PCA selection is also realized as a basic method, called
non-PCA method. We construct five lossy channels uti-

Parameter

-r

-preset

-profile

Value

30

Fast

Baseline

-crf
16

22

26

lizing two rate control parameters (the CRF and QP). The
transcoding parameters of the five channels are shown
in Tables 1 and 2. Secret messages used for embedding
are binary sequences randomly generated. Besides, we use
BCH codes to eliminate error bits. Secret messages are
encoded by three BCH codes (7,4,1), (15,5,3), and (31,6,7).
All stego videos created in the setup are grouped by the
resolution, steganographic method, and BCH code.
The robustness of steganographic methods against
video transcoding is measured by the average BER Re and
successful extraction rate Rs . Rs reflects the success rate
of covert communication through lossy channels and is
defined as:
Rs =

Ns
N

(10)

where Ns denotes the number of videos with the BER of 0,
and N denotes the total number of videos in each group.
4.2.2 Setup 2

This setup is intended to evaluate the robustness of
steganographic methods on social media channels. In
this setup, two popular social media sites, YouTube and
Vimeo, are chosen to test the practicability of our proposed method. Their transcoding parameters are unavailable for us. Other experimental settings are the same as
setup 1.
4.2.3 Setup 3

This setup is designed to evaluate the security of our
proposed method. Our proposed method is based on
the spatial-transform domain. However, there is no video
steganalysis method specifically for the spatial-transform
domain. Thus, steganalysis based on subtractive pixel
adjacency matrix (SPAM) features [39] is realized. Meanwhile, a steganalytic algorithm to detect DCT-based data
hiding methods for H.264/AVC videos [40] is realized, and
video DCT residual (VDCTR) features are extracted. The
ensemble classifier [41] is used as the classifier to train the
SPAM feature and VDCTR feature, respectively.
In this setup, the video dataset Ds is used to generate
the steganalysis samples. In each video, the eight-frame
GOP structure consisting of an intra frame followed by
seven inter frames is adopted. The SPAM and VDCTR
Table 2 Local transcoders with the rate control parameter of QP
Parameter

-r

-preset

-profile

Value

30

Fast

Baseline

-qp
22

28
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features are extracted from the intra frame of the eightframe GOP structure. The embedding rate is measured
by bits per coefficient (bpc). The coefficient refers to the
value of the block feature extracted from a pixel block,
which is taken as the cover element to embed secret messages. The embedding rate represents the proportion of
coefficients carrying message bits. The used embedding
rate is within {0 bpc, 0.1 bpc, 0.2 bpc, 0.3 bpc} to build the
training set and test set. The training set consists of 50%
randomly selected cover-stego pairs. It is used to build
a steganalyzer based on a given steganalytic feature set.
The test set comprises 50% remaining cover-stego pairs
and is used for classification. The quantization step size
is elaborately adjusted to ensure the same level of robustness between our method and Fan’s method. The receiver
and observer can only access the transcoded videos in
the hidden communication based on social media. The
original stego videos are only available for the sender.
Thus, it is necessary to make steganalysis on both coverstego pairs and transcoded cover-stego pairs. In this way,
we can comprehensively evaluate our method’s security
in practice. In this setup, the steganalysis samples are
grouped by the steganographic method, embedding rate,
and transmission scenario.
The out of bag (OOB) error EOOB of the steganalysis
classifier is considered as the security evaluation criteria, EOOB is an unbiased estimate of the minimum overall
detection error rate PE . PE is described as:
1
PE = min (PFA + PMD )
PFA 2

(11)

where PFA and PMD are the probabilities of two kinds of
detection error, the false alarm PFA is that cover samples
are classified as stego samples, and the missed detection
PMD is that stego samples are classified as cover samples.
The detection error rate PE is defined as the average value
of PFA and PMD . The larger EOOB equals better security
performance against steganalysis.
4.2.4 Setup 4

This setup is designed to reflect the embedding capacity of
our method. Cao’s algorithm [42] is implemented, which
is a non-robust steganographic method based on motion
vectors. Its embedding capacity is used as a baseline to
reflect the requirements of actual hidden communication.
Besides, Fan’s method [22] is also realized for comparison under the same block size. Under full embedding, the
average payload rate Pe of the video set Dc is calculated as:
N i
N
P
mi /ci
Pe = i=1 e = i=1
(12)
N
N
where Pei denotes the payload rate of ith video, mi denotes
the length of the secret message embedded in ith video,
and the size of ith video is denoted by ci . Here, we use the
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payload rate to measure the embedding capacity instead of
bits per frame (bpf ), which can rule out the effect of video
resolution on the final result.
It is worth mentioning that we calculate the average payload rate Pe after messages are decoded by BCH code
(31,6,7) to highlight the embedding capacity of steganographic methods in the reliable hidden communication
scenario.
4.2.5 Setup 5

In this setup, Fan’s method [22] is also realized for comparison. In order to make them consistent in the robustness performance, the quantization step size is elaborately
adjusted. Following the same embedding process, the
cover-stego pairs are generated based on the dataset Dc .
The embedding rate of cover videos is 0 bpc, and stego
videos are 1 bpc. Then, both PSNR and SSIM of coverstego pairs are calculated to evaluate the visual quality of
stego videos.
4.2.6 Setup 6

This setup is designed to analyze the computational complexity of non-PCA method, proposed method, and Fan’s
method. The experimental platform is MATLAB R2019a,
and the used CPU is Intel Xeon Bronze 3106 Processor with a base frequency of 1.7 GHz. In the process of
message embedding and extraction, the average time consumed per frame is used to evaluate the computational
complexity of these three methods. The embedding time
and extraction time are calculated by:
temb = Temb /n
text = Text /n

(13)

where n is the number of frames in a video, and Temb and
Text refer to the time consumed by message embedding
and extraction, respectively.
4.3 Parameters discussion

Our proposed method has three important parameters:
the block size, quantization step size 2 of QIM, and
threshold T of PCA selection. They should be elaborately
determined to obtain good experimental performance.
These parameters are interrelated and have different
effects on our method.
4.3.1 Block size

In steganographic methods based on block features, the
size of blocks is an essential factor affecting the maximum embedding capacity and visual distortion. The
smaller the size of blocks is, the larger the maximum
embedding capacity is. However, the smaller blocks could
cause more severe video flickers and greater visual distortion. Figure 10a illustrates the relationship of quantization
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Fig. 10 a, b The relationship of quantization step size, probability of incorrect QIM decoding, and MSE of the cover-stego pairs, under the block size
of 8 × 8, 16 × 16, or 32 × 32. The robustness is negatively correlated with the probability of incorrect QIM decoding. The MSE represents the
difference between cover videos and stego videos

step size and the probability of incorrect QIM decoding, Fig. 10b illustrates the relationship of quantization
step size and MSE of cover-stego pairs, under the block
size of 8 × 8, 16 × 16, or 32 × 32. The probability of
incorrect QIM decoding is negatively correlated with the
algorithm’s robustness. As could be observed in Fig. 10a,
the quantization step size of 8×8 blocks is close to 16×16
blocks and smaller than 32 × 32 blocks under the same
probability of incorrect QIM decoding. A larger 2 is
needed to achieve the same level of robustness when the
block size is 32 × 32. As shown in Fig. 10b, the MSE of
16 × 16 blocks is smaller than 8 × 8 blocks under the
same quantization step size. The greater visual distortion
is introduced when the block size is 8 × 8. The experimen-

tal results have shown that 16 × 16 blocks achieve better
performance than 32 × 32 and 8 × 8 blocks in terms of
robustness and visual quality.
4.3.2 Quantization step size

The quantization step size 2 is one of the significant factors determining the robustness of steganographic methods based on QIM. In general, the larger 2 is, the
stronger the robustness is, but the worse the visual quality is. As shown in Fig. 11, the larger the quantization step
size 2 is, the smaller the weighted sum of MSE and incorrect QIM decoding probability is until the quantization
step size is equal to 42. Theoretically, there is a minimum
weighted sum of MSE and incorrect QIM decoding proba-

Fig. 11 The weighted sum of MSE and probability of incorrect QIM decoding under the block size of 16 × 16. The MSE and probability of incorrect
QIM decoding are normalized to [ 0, 1]. The weight of MSE is set as 0.35, and the weight of incorrect QIM decoding probability is set as 0.65

(2022) 2022:4
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Fig. 12 The probability of incorrect QIM decoding and maximum embedding rate under the block size of 16×16 and the quantization step size of 40

bility for each video to determine the most proper 2 . The
most proper 2 can make a tradeoff between robustness
and visual quality. However, it is not worthy to calculate
the quantization step size of each video when a batch of
videos needs to be embedded with messages. The quantization step size within [ 35, 45] is appropriate under the
size of 16 × 16. In the experiments, 2 is simply set as 40.

as possible under the premise of sufficient embedding
capacity.

5 Experimental results and discussion
In Section 4.2, we design six setups to evaluate our proposed method comprehensively. This section presents the
experimental results corresponding to these six setups.
We obtain the robustness performance on simulated
channels and social media based on setups 1 and 2.
According to the settings in setups 3, 4, 5, and 6, we get
the experimental results on security, embedding capacity,
visual quality, and computational time, respectively.

4.3.3 Threshold of PCA selection

The threshold T of PCA selection determines which
regions are selected to embed secret messages. With the
threshold T increasing, the probability of incorrect QIM
decoding and the maximum embedding rate are shown
in Fig. 12. We can fine-tune T to meet the requirements
of various communication scenarios. In the experiments,
T is set as 0.997 to improve the robustness as much

5.1 Robustness performance on simulated channels

The experimental settings are introduced in setup 1. The
corresponding results are reported in Tables 3 and 4.

Table 3 The average BER Re and successful extraction rate Rs after videos are transcoded by the video transcoder with a CRF value of
16, 22, or 26
CRF16 (×10−2 )

CRF22 (×10−2 )

CRF26 (×10−2 )

Re

Rs (1)

Rs (2)

Rs (3)

Re

Rs (1)

Rs (2)

Rs (3)

Re

Rs (1)

Rs (2)

Rs (3)

480p

Fan’s method
Non-PCA method
Proposed method

0.46
0.94
0.77

13
10
63

97
87
90

100
90
90

2.28
3.31
1.51

0
0
0

17
67
70

93
83
90

4.45
5.91
2.59

0
0
0

0
0
33

42
37
87

720p

Fan’s method
Non-PCA method
Proposed method

0.14
0.19
0.05

27
20
63

100
97
100

100
100
100

1.07
1.47
0.53

0
0
10

60
30
80

100
100
100

2.53
3.20
1.34

0
0
0

0
0
37

90
77
100

1080p

Fan’s method
Non-PCA method
Proposed method

0.10
0.11
0.03

40
20
60

100
97
100

100
100
100

0.73
0.87
0.34

0
0
0

67
50
90

100
100
100

1.78
2.06
0.95

0
0
0

0
0
40

97
87
100
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Table 4 The average BER Re and successful extraction rate Rs after videos are transcoded by the video transcoder with a QP value of 22
or 28
QP22 (×10−2 )

QP28 (×10−2 )

Re

Rs (1)

Rs (2)

Rs (3)

Re

Rs (1)

Rs (2)

Rs (3)

480p

Fan’s method
Non-PCA method
Proposed method

0.67
0.99
1.02

0
0
0

87
90
90

100
90
90

6.37
7.01
5.30

0
0
0

0
0
0

17
10
40

720p

Fan’s method
Non-PCA method
Proposed method

0.45
0.31
0.27

0
0
0

90
100
100

100
100
100

5.01
4.66
3.77

0
0
0

0
0
0

23
17
53

1080p

Fan’s method
Non-PCA method
Proposed method

0.31
0.24
0.22

0
0
0

100
87
100

100
100
100

4.30
3.47
3.18

0
0
0

0
0
0

27
47
67

Table 3 shows the robustness performance over the lossy
channel with a CRF value of 16, 22, or 26. Table 4 reports
the robustness performance over the lossy channel with
a QP value of 22 or 28. The average BER Re is calculated
before BCH decoding. Rs (1), Rs (2), and Rs (3) respectively
represent the successful extraction rate of secret messages
decoded with BCH codes (7,4,1), (15,5,3) and (31,6,7).
As shown in Tables 3 and 4, the average BER Re is
positively correlated with the CRF and QP value. Thus,
the bitrate of video transcoding has a great impact on
robust steganography. Under the same lossy channel, the
Re of our method is always lower than the non-PCA
method, which indicates the effectiveness of PCA selection. Besides, our method gets better robustness performance than Fan’s method except for the resolution of 480p
and the CRF value of 16. Under the resolution of 480p, the
data density of this group of videos is so high that the level
of transcoding noise has little relation with the content of
the pixel block, which results in a better Fan’s strategy than
PCA selection strategy. However, on average, the Re of our
method is between 34 and 67% of Fan’s method in Table 3
and between 60 and 83% of Fan’s method in Table 4. After
BCH decoding, the success rate of hidden communication

gets improved. The Rs with the BCH code (31,6,7) reaches
100% under the CRF value of 26 and 67% under the QP
value of 28. Thus, our proposed method provides stronger
robustness performance against video transcoding than
two remaining methods. Moreover, the applicability to
two rate control parameters is demonstrated.
5.2 Robustness performance on social media

Setup 2 explains the experimental settings of the robustness evaluation on social media. The corresponding
results are shown in Table 5. It can be observed that our
proposed method achieves better robustness performance
than the two remaining methods. The average BER Re is
lower than other methods both on YouTube and Vimeo.
Especially on the Vimeo channel, the Re of our method is
less than 53% of Fan’s method. The successful extraction
rate Rs with the BCH code (31,6,7) is up to 67% on the
YouTube channel and 100% on the Vimeo channel. Thus,
our proposed method achieves more robustness and it is
more reliable than two other methods. Besides, the Re on
Vimeo is much lower than Re on YouTube. This is because
the used codec of YouTube set a lower coding rate than
Vimeo’s codec to transcode videos. In this experiment, the

Table 5 The average BER Re and successful extraction rate Rs after videos are transcoded by YouTube or Vimeo
YouTube (×10−2 )

Vimeo (×10−2 )

Re

Rs (1)

Rs (2)

Rs (3)

Re

Rs (1)

Rs (2)

Rs (3)

480p

Fan’s method
Non-PCA method
Proposed method

8.77
10.84
7.68

0
0
0

0
0
13

10
6.7
33

2.73
2.96
1.43

0
0
10

17
20
67

90
83
90

720p

Fan’s method
Non-PCA method
Proposed method

4.75
7.76
3.44

0
0
0

0
0
3

27
17
60

1.82
1.78
0.70

0
0
0

20
20
70

100
97
100

1080p

Fan’s method
Non-PCA method
Proposed method

3.68
5.13
3.20

0
0
0

0
0
10

37
30
67

1.42
1.41
0.65

0
0
0

37
40
50

100
87
100
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Table 6 The error rate PE at the embedding rate of 0.1, 0.2 or 0.3
Fan’s method

Proposed method

PE (1)

PE (2)

PE (1)

PE (2)

0.1

SPAM
VDCTR

0.0808
0.0991

0.2112
0.3227

0.1578
0.2170

0.3383
0.4316

0.2

SPAM
VDCTR

0.0689
0.0543

0.1510
0.3033

0.1146
0.1307

0.2809
0.3699

0.3

SPAM
VDCTR

0.0700
0.0450

0.0915
0.1658

0.0654
0.1019

0.1803
0.3585
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is 0.1499. In the lossy scenario, the average PE of SPAM
is 0.2655, and VDCTR is 0.3865. They are higher than the
average PE of Fan’s method. Thus, our proposed method
has better security performance than Fan’s method. There
are only transcoded videos available for the observer on
social media channels. The average PE in the lossy scenario is more worthy of attention. Thus, our method
can provide satisfactory security performance against steganalysis on social media channels.
5.4 Embedding capacity

coding rate of output videos on YouTube is about half that
on Vimeo.
5.3 Security performance

According to the settings in setup 3, we conduct the security experiment, and the experimental results are reported
in Table 6. PE (1) represents the detection error rate of the
cover-stego pairs that are not transcoded. PE (2) denotes
the detection error rate of the cover-stego pairs that are
transcoded by the same video transcoder with the CRF
value of 26.
As shown in Table 6, the detection error rate PE
increases with the embedding rate increasing. The length
of messages is one of the important factors that impair the
algorithm’s security. Under the same embedding rate, the
PE of our proposed method is bigger than Fan’s method.
VDCTR steganalyzer has worse steganalytic performance
than SPAM steganalyzer. It may be that VDCTR is a
special steganalyzer for DCT coefficients. In the lossless
scenario, the average PE of SPAM is 0.1126, and VDCTR

The experimental settings for the embedding capacity test
are introduced in setup 4. The experimental results are
shown in Fig. 13. The actual embedding capacity of our
proposed method is calculated after secret messages are
decoded by the BCH code (31,6,7).
As could be observed from Fig. 13, the average payload rate Pe of our proposed method is higher than Fan’s
method. Compared with videos of 480p and 720p, 1080p
videos have higher embedding capacity. Under the resolution of 1080p, the Pe of our method is even higher
than Cao’s method. It may be that the encoding efficiency
of 1080p videos is higher than 480p and 720p videos,
encoding one pixel needs fewer bits. Thus, our proposed
method provides a large embedding capacity, which is
satisfactory for hidden communication based on social
media.
5.5 Visual quality

The experimental settings are described in setup 5. The
corresponding results are shown in Fig. 14. It could be

Fig. 13 The average payload rate Pe of three group of videos with resolutions of 480p, 720p, and 1080p
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Fig. 14 a, b The PSNR and SSIM of the cover-stego pairs with resolutions of 480p, 720p, and 1080p

observed that PSNR and SSIM decrease with the video
resolution increasing. This may be because 1080p videos
embed longer messages than 480p and 720p videos. The
length of messages embedded into a video has an impact
on the visual quality of this video. Under the same
robustness performance, both the PSNR and SSIM of our
method are higher than Fan’s method. Thus, our method
provides better visual fidelity than Fan’s method.
5.6 Computational time

According to the settings in setup 6, we conduct the computational complexity test, and the experimental results
are shown in Table 7. Obviously, the computational time is
related to the video resolution. At the resolution of 480p,
the average embedding and extraction times are 1.56 s
per frame and 0.48 sper frame, respectively. 720p video
takes about three times as long as 480p video, with the
embedding and extraction times of 4.7 and 1.44 s per
frame. Experimental results confirm that SVD is timeconsuming. Our proposed method even consumes more
time than the other two methods due to the joint embedding of Y and U components. In practice, we can introduce multi-thread technology and implement our method
based on C/C++ language to shorten the embedding and
extraction time.

Table 7 The computational time in the process of message
embedding or extraction
480p (spf)

720p (spf)

temb

text

temb

text

Fan’s method

1.51

0.47

4.64

1.44

Non-PCA method

1.52

0.47

4.58

1.38

Proposed method

1.64

0.50

4.88

1.51

6 Conclusions
In this paper, we propose robust video steganography
against video transcoding for social media sharing. First,
robust embedding regions are adaptively selected based
on PCA. Second, dual-channel joint embedding based
on the Y and U components is achieved to sync the
embedding and extraction regions. Third, video preprocessing is conducted to generate cover videos by imitating
TCM. At last, BCH codes are used to eliminate error
bits. In order to verify the robustness and applicability of
our method, extensive experiments are executed on local
simulated channels, YouTube, and Vimeo. Experimental
results show that our proposed method can effectively
resist video transcoding. It is more robust and secure than
some existing methods to realize reliable hidden communication based on social media, such as YouTube and
Vimeo.
There is no denying that our method has some limitations. For example, the proposed method is robust
against video transcoding but non-robust against geometric attacks. The computational time is long because
of the usage of SVD. In the future, we will introduce
multi-thread technology to shorten the embedding and
extraction time of our method. Besides, we will explore
optimized embedding methods to further improve the
robustness and security. Using other spatial transform
domain coefficients for robust steganography is also worthy of exploring.
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